Cultural strategies are key elements in the resistance of states like Estonia, Ukraine and Georgia to neo-imperial Russian policies. Located at the crossroads of different cultural, ethnic, religious and civilizational flows, these states have "in-between" identities that are both flexible and contested. Major cultural, political, and sport mega-events, as well as religious activities, are key methods by which these states assert their identity vis-à-vis Russia in ways that promote domestic consolidation and international integration. This talk examines three such cases: Estonia's XXVI Song and Dance Festival, which took place in Tallinn in July 2014; the way in which Lviv's particular Galician identity resonated in Europe during the 2012 UEFA European Championship; and Tbilisi's hosting of the European 2015 Olympic Youth Festival and final game of the 2015 UEFA Championship. Analysis of these cases is based on in-depth interviews with local policy activists, cultural entrepreneurs, intellectuals, artists, and government officials.
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